2020 JIM BURNES LEADERSHIP AWARD

SCHOOL ACTIVITY, COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT, AND HONORS FORM

1. PLEASE LIST OTHER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES YOU PARTICIPATED IN DURING JUNIOR HIGH:
   (I.E. STUDENT COUNCIL 7TH AND 8TH)

2. PLEASE LIST YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE COMMUNITY DURING YOUR JUNIOR HIGH YEARS:

3. PLEASE LIST YOUR SCHOOL ACTIVITY AND COMMUNITY HONORS AND ACHIEVEMENTS DURING JUNIOR HIGH:

______________________________________________________________________________

LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION CRITERIA

NOMINEE MUST HAVE 2 LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION. ONE MUST BE FROM A TEACHER AND ONE FROM A PERSON IN THE COMMUNITY. LETTERS MUST CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

NAME: ___________________________ TITLE: ___________________________

ADDRESS: ___________________________

PHONE NUMBER: ___________________________ E-MAIL ADDRESS: ___________________________

HOW LONG HAVE YOU KNOWN NOMINEE: ___________________________

REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION: (PLEASE DO NOT USE MORE THAN ONE PAGE)

______________________________________________________________________________

LEADERSHIP ESSAY CRITERIA

A TYPED ESSAY TITLED “THE VALUE OF LEADERSHIP” OF 200 WORDS OR LESS. THE PAPER SHOULD INCLUDE YOUR THOUGHTS AND BELIEFS ON HOW LEADERSHIP RELATES TO ATHLETICS.